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Mission System
for Maritime Domain
Awareness Supremacy
M²IMS is a state-of-the-art Mission System that enables the creation
of the Common Operational Picture (COP), enhances Situational
Awareness (SA) and provides effective mission management
capabilities either on airborne or Surface Combatants (OPVs,
Patrol boats, Special Ops Crafts.

M²IMS architectural design is suitable
for an extensive range of airborne and
maritime platforms (Fixed & Rotary
Wing, UxVs, Patrol Boats and Special
Operations Crafts) and can be tailored
to support a variety of missions:

Designed as a modular, scalable and open architecture Mission System
it is developed with technologies, that enable its interface with a large
variety of sensors and systems. M²IMS integrates and manages:

Maritime Surveillance (MS)

	
Air and Surface Surveillance, including track
management and correlation associations.
	
ASW Surveillance, that maintains acoustic bearings
and ASW tracks, points, lines and Sonobuoy data. Full
suite of Sonobuoy search patterns and plans, including
Sonobuoy inventory management.

	
Messaging Capabilities, converting the surface
picture as maintained from its Tactical functions to an
AdatP-3, OTH-G text message that can be transmitted
via a Radio interface.

 actical Situation Display, with advanced Graphical
T
User Interface adjustable to end user’s specific needs.

	Weapon interfaces

 Drug Trafficking

AIS

 Pollution detection

	
Video Distribution Capability, allowing each Operator
access to the EO/IR and Radar video independently.

 Illegal immigration

	AIS and ADS-B receivers
RADAR

ADS-B

 Anti smuggling control
 Fishery control

 ecording & Playback Capability, providing recording
R
of all EO/IR sensor video streams and Radar video,
data reported by on-board sensors, data exchanged
over Data Links, and the internal system database with
total endurance for a 15-hour mission.

	Navigation interfaces
Net Centricity is a key
element, where mission data
collected can be disseminated
to other assets participating
in a Network via Tactical
Data Links. This capability
is achieved through the
embedded Multi Data Link
Gateway (ULS), providing
with concurrent connectivity
to NATO (Link 11/ Link 16 /
Link 22) or National Data Link
networks.

ORDNANCE

ESM/ELINT

Anti Surface Warfare (ASuW)
 Surface Picture Compilation

ASW

DATA

 TacPlans Execution
 Network Centric Node
 Comms Relay
 Third Party Targeting
 Battle Damage Assessment

GROUND
STATION

Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW)
 ASW tactics
 Multi sensor association
 Long Range Force Protection
 HVU Screening
 Lost Contact procedures
 Submarine Prosecution

	
Display maps support the S-57, Shape, CADRG, DTED,
Jeppesen, VPF and GEOTIFF formats with:
			
Symbology fully customizable to end user needs
(APP-6, STANAG 4420 and MIL-STD-2525c), 3D
Visualization capabilities.
			
Tactical Aids, to assist operators in performing
decision-making tasks, such as Line of Sight
functionality, Measurement Vector, Closest Point of
Approach, Detection Range/Altitude Circle.
	
Navigation Data Distribution to aircraft sensors
 reation and management of Tactical Flight Paths for
C
Sonobuoy deployment.
Sensor Control, allowing the operator to control all onboard systems, including EO, Radar, ESM and Acoustic
Processing System.
	
EO/IR fully integrated with the system including a
Tracking module.

In-flight recorded data can be
retrieved during ground post-mission
debriefing sessions. The system
provides all necessary tools to replay
and analyze the Mission, based on
the recorded data during the Mission
Debriefing Mode.

	
Pilot Display Unit, providing a subset of M²IMS
functions, increasing situation awareness.
	
Multi-function Workstations, allowing
interchangeability of each workstation’s role,
supporting reallocation and sharing of crew tasks
during the flight.

 Search & Rescue SAR
EO/IR

	
Weapon Control and tactical steering for freefall
weapon deployment allowing execution of various
tactics and approaches (e.g. Missiles, Torpedoes).
	
Tactical Network capabilities, including US/NATO
standard Data Links (Link 11, 16, 22, JREAP), National/
Customized Data Links.

 Exclusive Economic Zone Monitoring

Multiple sensors such as
Radar, EO/IR, RWR/ESM/
ELINT, ASW/ACINT, MAD

	Data Links

	Command & Control (C2), including threat assessment
& warning (editable threat library), Operational Picture
compilation (detection-localization-recognitionidentification) and intelligence cross-reference.

Built-in-Test (BIT), reporting the status of the M²IMS
equipment, subsystems and sensors.
	
Interfaces with the host platform’s discrete signals.
	
Data Storage, providing permanent storage for
configuration data, maps and graphical overlays,
recordings, and executable programs.
	
Mission Planning, Mission Debriefing and Tactical
Mission Extraction based on STANAG 4283.
	
Latest Commercial-Off -The-Shelf (COTS) hardware
has been selected to operate M²IMS, which meets
the demanding qualification standards, such as MILSTD-810, MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-704 and has
small SWaP (Size Weight and Power), necessary for
installations on airborne platforms.
	
M²IMS can be installed on a variety of hardware
including rugged equipment, rack-mounted PC/Server,
laptop, tablet.

Training, Simulation and Technical Support Services
	
Technical support for installation and integration on the aircraft
	
Training and simulation for non-operators and maintenance engineers
	
Possibility to use the Ground station for Enhanced training downloading Flight Hours to the Mission Crews.
	
Technical documentation and manuals
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